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Preface 
This thesis has the motivation of designing and developlng a non-destructive 
detection circuit for a Paul trap mass spectrometer We have decided on developlng d 
narrowband detection technique In which fragment Ion composition will be carned out by 
measunng the image current Induced on the endcap electrodes by resonantly excited ions 
In order to do this, an external excitauon source at a fixed frequency will be applied 
across the endcap electrodes and ion secular frequency w~ll  be brought into resonance by 
varylng the amplitude of the RF drive applied to the central nng electrode The heart of 
our clrcult is the lock-in amplifier that is referenced to the frequency of the external 
excitation to perrmt mahng h~gh Q measurement of fragment ion composition This 
thesis is d~vided into six Chapters 
Chapter 1 presents the background to the present study After an introduction to 
the Paul trap mass spectrometer and ion secular frequency it goes on to survey the 
narrowband techniques reported in literature Finaliy, after presenting a bnef background 
of the current rnterest in the laboratory for developing a non-destructive detection 
technique, ~t outlines the scope of this study It 1s pointed out that the clrcuits under 
investigation would consist of three major subsystems namely, the Coupling 
Transformer, the Function Generator Module and the Detect~on Circuit 
Chapter 2 presents the approach adopted by us for designing the circuits for non- 
destructive detection of fragment ion composition in a Paul trap mass spectrometer After 
developing the signal model for the image current, the factors that go into deciding our 
choice of the exc~tation frequency is discussed In our circuit we have chosen the 
excitation frequency of 75 kHz The Chapter then goes on to discussing design aspect of 
the three Important subsystem of our c~rcuit The design considerations for the Coupl~ng 
Transformer are first outlined Next, the des~gn of the Function Generator Module taken 
up and it is seen that thls module will consist of an isolation transformer, nulling, and 
phase and amplitude control circuits Lastly, the third Important subsystem of our circuit, 
the Detectlon Circuit is descnbed Here we have trled to highlight our choice of a lock-in 
detection technique that wrll enable high Q measurements 
Chapter 3 presents hardware details of the circuits that have been fabncated At 
the start, the design and constructional aspects of the high Q Coupling Transformer are 
given This transformer consists of slngle turn prlmary wlth a trifilar secondary Two of 
these secondmes deliver the out of phase but of equal amplitude signal to the endcaps 
while the third has been designed to receive the image current slgnal The Function 
Generator Module which IS discussed next consists of three subsystems whlch includes 
(a) the isolat~on transformer, (b) phase and amplitude control circuitry and (c) a nulling 
circult The isolation transformer uses pulse transformers to Interface the signal generator 
to the Coupling Transformer It also provides appropnate s~gnals for nulling clrcult and 
for reference to the lock-in amplifier Finally, the relevant circult design of Detection 
Circuit IS presented The Detectlon Circuit consists of the following subsystems vlz , (a) 
signal condltionlng filters (b) multipl~er (c) summing arnpllfier (d) fast settling low pass 
filter (e) dc amplifier The heart of the detection circuit is a multlpller that provldes the 
lock-in detection of the image current slgnal 
Chapter 4 outlines the results of the tests we carried out on the different circuits 
developed In the present thesls The performance of the Coupling Transformer is given at 
the start of the chapter From the resonance curve it IS seen that the high Q has been 
achieved and adequate suppression of RF nolse has also been obtaned Isolation 
transformer of the Functlon Generator Module was seen to satisfactonly address the 
question of loading by single turn pnmary of the Coupling Transformer The other two 
circuits in this module, the nulllng c~rcuit and phase and ampl~tude control circuit, was 
also seen to perform as deslgned and we were able to get a nulled signal at the pick-up 
cod of the order of 4 7 mV, The clrcuits of the Detection Circuit were also tested and ~t 
was seen that all these circults performed adequately These include the band pass filter 
for 75 kHz, the notch filters for line and RF kequency and the different amplifiers The 
multiplier testing displayed reasonable sensitivity as well as suppression of harmonic 
noise 
Chapter 5 presents the results ofthe performance of the overall c~ rcu~ t s  when rt IS  
integrated with the Paul trap mass spectrometer It was seen that in splte of all our efforts 
we were unable to record the mass spectrum of the analyte gas, benzene, non- 
destructively It therefore became necessary to develop an image current simulator for 
offllne testing of our c~rcuits These tests revealed that overall slgnal detection level was 
about tens of pV with nolse level belng restricted to 20 mV,, at the output 
Chapter 6 surnmmzes the sallent features of our study 
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